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Following the earthquake in 2016, the Sanctuary 
underwent delicate reStoration and conSolidation 
work beFore being handed back to viSitorS 
and worShipperS on the 24th oF december laSt year

Montefortino (Italy)

Sanctuary of the 
Madonna dell’aMbro 

PROJECTS  PRODUCTS FOR STRUCTURAL STRENGTHENING
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prevent the tympanum of the main facade collapsing; the inser-
tion of chains around the belfry and in the filler material used to 
stitch various cracks.

the MAteRIALS USeD FOR the ReNOVAtION
the sponsor of the initiative, the cassa di risparmio di Fermo 
bank, asked for mapei’s collaboration to carry out the work 
and mapei, as technical partner for the project, supplied ex-
perts from the company’s technical Services department and 
various cutting-edge product systems.
consolidation of the vaulted ceiling was carried out in two  
phases. Firstly, the damaged areas were repaired with a 
product chosen for its compatibility with the existing mortar’s 
mechanical properties and level of porosity, its resistance to 
physical and chemical aggression (freeze-thaw cycles) acting 
on the ceiling and its compatibility with the frescoed surfaces. 
a product suitable for repairing frescoed surfaces was cho-
sen so that, during its application, the substrate would not 
need to be wetted and, while it was setting, it would not give 
off free lime that would have caused the formation of efflo-
rescence and potentially damage the decorated surface. the 
ceiling was then consolidated by applying on the outer face a 
composite system with an inorganic matrix. all the products 
used contained no cement, as specified by the local heritage 
board. For the upper part of the apse, a composite system 
with an organic matrix was proposed, which consisted of car-

the Sanctuary was officially reopened last december, on the 21st.

Situated in the monti Sibillini national park, the Sanctuary of 
the madonna dell’ambro is the most ancient place of wor-
ship dedicated to the madonna in the marche region (cen-
tral italy). at the beginning of the 11th century a small church, 
the church of Santa maria in amaro, was built in the place 
where the madonna had made an appearance and was en-
trusted to benedictine monks from the nearby Santi vincenzo 
and anastasio monastery. at the beginning of the 17th century, 
under the jurisdiction of the diocese of Fermo, it was decided 
to construct a larger church. the work was designed by the 
architect ventura venturi from the Santa casa di loreto, who 
was commissioned to design a church that incorporated the 
original church of Santa maria in amaro and 6 lateral chapels 
alongside the aisle of the church.
Following the earthquake that struck the area on the 24th of 
august, 2016, the structure was badly damaged with serious 
cracks that compromised its general stability.
montefortino city council made the Sanctuary safe by imple-
menting a project by luigino dezi, a professor in construction 
technology at the polytechnic university of marche, and the 
engineer massimo conti.

the CONSeRVAtIVe ReStORAtION AND SeISMIC 
UPGRADING PROJeCt
the work on the structure included consolidation of the brick 
vaulted ceiling over the aisle; the insertion of 510 steel chains 
with 36 mm diameter around the main arches; the construc-
tion of a system of kerbs and tie-rods along the top of the 
roof, partly in breccia rock on the 1.5 m thick walls to avoid 
creating too much transversal stiffness, and partly in reinforced 
masonry; the positioning of steel bars in the openings of the 
upper altar wall and of an embedded tie-rod to counteract 
out-of-plane loads; consolidation of the lateral chapels and the 
walls of the upper tombs; stitching of the dividing walls in the 
chapels; positioning of a band of carbon fibre to prevent the 
apse from collapsing; the insertion of dywidag anchor bars to 

LEFT. 
the Sanctuary 
dedicated to the 
madonna dell’ambro 
upon completion of 
the work.
RIGHT. the 
Sanctuary had to be 
shored up following 
the earthquake in 
2016.
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bon fibre fabric and epoxy resin to guarantee a constraint on 
mechanisms out-of-plane of the macro-element. 

INteRVeNtION WIth MAPeI SYSteMS
to consolidate the outer face of the existing vaulted roofs 
planitop hdm reStauro was used, a product made of 
an inorganic matrix of natural hydraulic lime and eco-poz-
zolan. this product, which was applied in an even layer using 
a flat, metal trowel, allows to smooth and level off masonry 
surfaces such as stone, brickwork and tuff. when used in 
combination with mapegrid b 250 alkali-resistant basalt fi-
bre mesh, as in this case, it has the capacity to strengthen 
masonry and reinforced concrete elements. to ensure the 
strengthening of the side walls, mapewrap b Fiocco high-
strength basalt fibre cords were prepared and then bonded in 
place with mapeFiX ep 470 SeiSmic pure epoxy resin-based 
chemical anchor for structural loads. mape-antique F21 
super-fluid, salt-resistant, fillerized hydraulic binder made from 

RIGHT. 
the design project 
for the renovation 
and seismic 
upgrading of the 
Sanctuary.
PHOTOS 1 and 2. 
the vaulted ceilings 
before and after the 
renovation works.
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restoration work on the Sanctuary was also used to carry out training 
in collaboration with the Fermo association of engineers 
(and particularly antonio Zamponi, marco meconi and daniele ulissi). 
on the 26th of may last year, around 100 professionals took part 
in a special day to learn more on the project and to visit the site where 
the work was being carried out.
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INTERVENTO DI RESTAURO CONSERVATIVO E
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CERCHIATURA MEDIANTE FASCE IN FIBRA DI CARBONIO
(FRP)

LEGENDA INTERVENTI

CONSOLIDAMENTO VOLTE E CALOTTE

TIRANTI IN PERFORAZIONE

TIRANTI A VISTA

CONSOLIDAMENTO PARETI PERIMETRALI

CHIUSURA DI NICCHIE CON MURATURA MISTA DI PIETRAME,
MATTONI E MALTA DI CALCE IDRAULICA NATURALE CON
CARATTERISTICHE SIMILI ALL'ESISTENTE

RIPRESA DI LESIONI CON SISTEMA DEL  CUCI-SCUCI
ESEGUITO CON MURATURA MISTA DI PIETRAME, MATTONI
E MALTA DI CALCE IDRAULICA NATURALE

AMMORSAMENTO DI ELEMENTI DISTACCATI O
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SUPERIORE ALTARE mediante
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(Fiocchi)

CONSOLIDAMENTO PARETE
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Malta bicomponente, Rete in fibra
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CORDOLO IN
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Consolidation of the 
perimeter walls with 
one-component mortar, alkali-
resistant glass fibre mesh and 
preformed connectors

lightweight ConCrete 
filler Containing expanded 
Clay and hydrauliC lime

Consolidation of the 
Vaulted Ceiling over the 
aisle with two-component 
mortar, basalt fibre mesh 
and structural connectors 
(cords)

tie-rod

tie-rods embedded 
in the central dividing 
walls of the chapels

Chestnut Beam
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lime and eco-pozzolan was poured into the masonry, including 
the masonry decorated with frescoes.
to strengthen the masonry, it was rendered with mape-
antique Strutturale nhl high-performance mortar 
made of hydraulic lime and eco-pozzolan, reinforced with              
mapenet em40 alkali-resistant glass fibre mesh and l-
shaped mapenet em connector fasteners made from 
alkali-resistant glass fibre and thermosetting vinylester-epoxy 
resin.

in the apse area of the Sanctuary, the Frp SyStem was ap-
plied, consisting of mapewrap c uni-aX 600 high-strength, 
unidirectional, carbon fibre fabric with a high modulus of elas-
ticity, mapewrap primer epoxy primer, mapewrap 31 
medium viscosity epoxy resin, which was used to impreg-
nate the fabric, mapewrap 11 thixotropic epoxy paste and 
mapewrap c Fiocco unidirectional, high-strength carbon 
fibre cord to form structural ties. 
afterwards, the Frp system was protected with a layer of 
mape-antique ecolaStic two-component, elastic, salt-
resistant, cement-free, lime and eco-pozzolan based coating 
which is used for waterproofing and protecting construction 
elements, including those in listed buildings.

PHOTO 3. the Frp SyStem was used to strengthen the apse.
PHOTO 4. the outer faces of the ceilings were consolidated by 
pouring in mape-antique F21 and then applying planitop hdm 
reStauro and mapegrid b 250 basalt fibre mesh.
PHOTO 5. the masonry was strengthened with mape-antique 
Strutturale nhl and mapenet em40.

TECHNICAL DATA 
Sanctuary of the 
Madonna dell’Ambro, 
montefortino (italy)
Original design: ventura 
venturi
Period of construction: 
17th century
Year of the intervention: 
2018
Intervention by Mapei: 
supplying products for 
consolidation and structural 
strengthening, as well as 

for renovating the renders 
Design: diego damen, giulia 
alessandrini, luigino dezi
Client: cassa di risparmio di 
Fermo, amedeo grilli 
MIBACt (Marche Regional 
Office for Archaeological 
and Landscape heritage 
and Fine Arts) supervisor: 
domenico cardamone
Works direction: diego 
damen, giulia alessandrini
Main contractor: ar 
alessandrini nello Srl

Mapei coordinators: 
pasquale Zaffaroni, daniele 
arnone, lorenzo de carli, 
massimiliano petti, dominica 
carbotti, Stefano geminiani, 
luca consorti, and Francesco 
carboni, mapei Spa (italy)

MApEI pRoDuCTs
Statical consolidation: mape-
antique F21, mapewrap b 
Fiocco, planitop hdm restauro, 
mapegrid b 250

Structural strengthening: 
mape-antique Strutturale 
nhl, mapefix ep 470 Seismic, 
mapenet em40, mapenet em 
connector, mapewrap 11, 
mapewrap primer 1, mapewrap 
31, mapewrap c uni-aX 600, 
mapewrap c Fiocco
protecting masonry surfaces: 
mape-antique ecolastic

For further information on 
products see www.mapei.com
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IN THE spoTLIGHT
MAPEWRAP C UNI-AX
High strength, uni-directional carbon fibre fabric with 
high modulus of elasticity. It is suitable for the repair 
of reinforced concrete elements damaged by physical-
mechanical action, for the confinement of axial loaded 
or bent concrete elements and for seismic 
strengthening of structures in earthquake 
zones. 
It can be also used for the reinforcement 
of load bearing elements in buildings 
that have been restructured for 
architectural reasons or change of use.


